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To all thom, it may concern: 
Be it known that, JAMES AYER, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Cam 
bridge, in the county of Middlesex and State 
of Massachusetts, have invented an im 
pi'ovement in Electric-Flat-iron. Stands, of 
which the following description, in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawings, is a 
specification, like letters on the drawings 
representing like parts. 
My invention provides an attachment for 

a usual flatiron stand whereby it is made 
convertible into a support for a heating 
apparatus, in which the flation itself con 
stitutes said heating apparatus. To this end 

combine a suitable stand with a detach 
able and preferably spring frame adapted 
to stipport an electric fatiron in bottom 
upward position to receive on its then flat, 
top side a cup, pot, or any other device whose 
contents it is desired to heat. When the 
fia iron and staid are to be used in the or 
dinary way, said frame is simply detached 
from the stand or removed out of the way, 
leaving the littér in usual condition to re 
ceive the fiat iron right side up. 

in the Éccompanying drawings, in which 
have show a preferred embodiment of 

ims in sention, Figure i is a perspective 
view thereof: Fig.2 shows the same in side 
elevation with a flatiron in operative posi 
tion thereon: and Fig. 3 is an end eleva 
tion indicating the fatiron by dotted lines. 

he geier' shape, construction, and ar 
rangement of the stand proper may be of 
any usual or 'eferred kind, being herein 
show in as coniising a base , preferably of 
slate, and a flatiron slipport 2, preferably 
of metal. shown as held above said base 
by spacing posts 3 so as to provide a cool 
ing ail space between the base and support, 
the latter having a more or less continuous 
fiange 4 at its edges for keeping the iron 
in position when piaced thereon right side 
up. As herein shown in the preferred em. 
bodiment of my invention, provide a slot 
5 adjacent, the forward end of the support. 
2 and notches (5 in the rear end thereof to 
receive a frame . This frame is herein 

shown as made of stiffspring wire bent into 
t-shape at its middle to form an approxi 
mately vertical upright portion, standard, 
or leg, whose bottom end 8 is slightly curved 
as clearly shown in Fig. 3 to rest lipon the 
base 1 when Said leg is shoved down into 
place through the slot 5, said upright por 
tion, standard, or leg extending thence up 
Ward in two approximately parallel Inern 
bers 9 slightly deflected from each other 
adjacent their upper ends i0. From the 
upper ends of these leg members ai, ii, the 
fraine extends in two approximately hori 
Zontal opportions or Supports 12 to a point 
13 preferably over the rear end of the sup 
port 2, whence the free ends of the wire 
are bent downwardly to constitute an up 
right nortion, standard, or leg, correspond 
ing to the Somewhat similar upright por 
tion at the opposite end already descrited 
aid also having deflected upper ends i4 
and approximately parallel portions i5 cor 
responding to the parts 10 and 9 previously 
described. The lower extremities of the 
wire are bent away from each other to coin. 
stitute supporting feet 16. A usual elec 
tric fiation 17 is shown in operative posi. 
tion on the frame provided with usual cur 
rent-receiving posts 18 for receiving the 
side connector or socket piece it well known 
Inanner, my invention being particularly 
adapted to electric flatirons, although not, 
limited thereto, as it will perform its use 
ful functions in connection with any flat 
iron which contains its own eating ip 
aratus. 
When the usual stand comprising the 

parts 1 2 is to be used in the usual manner, 
the frame is omitted, so that the fatiror 
may be placed right side up directly on top 
of the part 2 and removed there from in 
well known manner. When however it is 
desired to support the fiatiron bottom up 
ward as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 so as to 
use the flatiron not as a smoothing iron but 
as a heat transmitting body for heating 
whatever may be placed upon its snooth 
top surface, the frame is put in place in 
rigidly interlocked relation &o the part 2, 
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shapped into tia inotches 
is fi'i at J-shaped eg sailing 
is set, 5 ( ; (iiitate ite 

the 'eat' 
5 

ti.e. slot. 
Eic: gas Elc: ; is grasp 
and the '3- 

inicated at is, ; d the 
extiidi l'air' airdly at : 
the pitight to 
ter": a tile 

... ii) isg. it be w that the stand 
a has bec: in Lisa for supporting the 
}}} right side up and it is desired to 
3 & the aparatas inte; a heating device 
avy in figs. 2 and 3, the two inenbers 

iaidard of the frame are 
Ergia: tier nai'inal dotted 

g. I and Si: pped into the 
in in full lines Fig. ii, so 

s3 usa 

ures, and then the 

( the st 
splinging forward aid 
ni said front leg or 

sia for presses had down. 
, the result being that said 

e.g. or standard of the race goes for 
w i it downward at Once with out requir 
ing any skiii or care on the part of the oper 
afer, aid as soon as the end 8 is fully within 
the sict 5 is tipright, politions Snap back into 
the notches 20, thereby coöperating with the 
notches & in practically locking the frame 
rigidly in place. The dotted lines in Fig. 1 
show; the ne:Tina shape and position of the 
F'anae wher; it is placed on the parts 1 and 

eady io be interlocked with part 2, before 
it has been made to put it into 
ed position, and the full line posi 

frame as shown in Fig. 1 indi 
its operative position as a part of the 

pporting st; rid when interiocked with the 
part 2 and Supported by the parts 2 and , 
Having pit, the staid together in the man 

st described, the fiatiron is turned boi 
hide 2 is forced down 
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tip art; its 

to permit the flation to 
eight is supported on the 

ns 12 as shown in Figs. 2 

14 of the two legs or end standards coãper 
tie in receiving and directing the handie 
io win yard and af, the same time facilitate 
tie wedging action of the handie in separat 
ing the spring nei) (ers from the full line 

tie approximately 

-y s' 3 tig. 3 it he dotted line position. 
83 her the handie is; fiy down, it is between 

y : and 
YS raile portions) 

syllic: 
i0 is old it later;ily innovable. The 
::is () egs at the frame gree 

inch the same with sufficient 
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cated at Sagh a distance apart as correspon?is 
to the usual educed portion 23 of the flat 
iron handle, so that this piiching engage 
ment of said standards or legs with the hin 
die, not only prevents the lateral movement. 
()if the handle but also coöperates with these 
reduced portions of the handle to prevent, 
any possible sidwise movement gi tie flat 
iron with relation to the frame. Having 
put the fatiron in position as shown in Figs. 
2 and S, the connector of the current, con 
ductor is slidonto the terminals 18, there 
after quickly heating the fairon, and, 
through the latter, heating whatever cook. 
ing utensil or other device may be placed 
thereon. 

it will be understood that my invention 
is capable of a wide variety of embodiments, 
3S will be more fully apparent from the ap 
pended clains. 

aving described any invention, what 
claim as new and desire to secure y Letters 
Patent is, 

adapted to support a fatiron in norina up 
right position and a support adapted to be 
removably engaged with said stand for hold 
ing the fatiron bottom upward and with a 
space for the reception of the handle thereof, 
said support being formed of rod or wire 
Stock and having its ends formed 3s angular 
spring arms arranged to interengage with 
the stand at laterally separated points for 
yieldingly holding the parts together with 
an elastic distortion of said ends. 

2. In combination, a flatiron stand proper 
adapted to support a fatiron in normal up 
right position and a support adapted to be 
removably engaged with said stand for hold 
ing the flatiron botton upward with a space 
for the reception of the handle thereoi, said 
Support, being formed of rod or wire stock 
with a cential portion formed as a bent loop 
to engage the stand at one end portion there 
of, the ends of Said rod being formed as an 
gular spring a rins to engage the other-end 
portion of the stand at laterally separated 
points and Erranged to hold the parts yield 
ingly together by elastic pressure. 

3. A flatiron stand, comprising a lower 
part containing a slot at one end and Rotches 
at its other end, and an upper part contain 
ing a leg at one end adapted to enter and 
lock into said slot, and spring members at 
its other end adapted to be sprung into lock 
ing position in Said notches, said upper part; 
having a shape to receive and support, a flat 
iron in bottom upward position. 

4. A fatiron stand, comprising a lower 
part adapted to receive a flatiron in upright, 
position, and air upper part detachably sup 
ported by said lower part for receiving a flat 
iron in inverted position, said apper park, 
having end legs made of wire. One leg being 
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U-shaped at its lower end, and the other leg in testimony whereof, I have signed my 
being composed of two upright spring mem- name to this specification, in the presence of 
bers terminating at their lower ends in lat- two subscribing witnesses. 
erally bent, feet, said two legs being shaped JAMES I. AYER, 

5 to embraceportions of Said lower part under Witnesses: 
sufficient tension with relation to the latter ELIZABETH. M. CoNLIN, 
to hold them locked in place. DoRA A. PROCTOR. 


